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Green Screen Music Vid
Posted by raeditor - 30 Apr 2015 20:46

_____________________________________

Please watch my two minute video. I welcome any feedback about any aspect of it, and would really like
to hear what you think.

I went from vague concept to published video in about 4 hours of one-man production. I think that is
reasonable considering I had to do many takes, install new version of Lightworks, create a green screen
and figure out how to use it. Yes, the video isn't the greatest, but it is good enough for what I wanted and
I was in a hurry and had a horrible green screen. Here is a shot showing the green screen:

Notice the wavy wrinkly poorly lit screen with plenty of shadows on it. My original shot even went beyond
the screen, I had to crop. Probably made about every mistake possible. Nevertheless, with a little
experimental button-pushing I was able to produce a decent effect. This was my first experiment with
green screen. Yay Lightworks!
============================================================================

Re: Green Screen Music Vid
Posted by evolutionist - 03 May 2015 11:31

_____________________________________

The garbage matte could be used to remove the shadows or more accurately, portions of the sheet that
included shadows excuse me donkpow, what is a &quot;garbage matte&quot;?

EDIT: my apologies, I've should searched about it in the forums, as it appears there are already other
answers about that.
============================================================================
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Re: Green Screen Music Vid
Posted by donkpow - 03 May 2015 13:53

_____________________________________

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matte_ (filmmaking)
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============================================================================

Re: Green Screen Music Vid
Posted by evolutionist - 04 May 2015 09:58

_____________________________________

thanks for the link donkpow, very informative!
============================================================================
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